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7 ways to generate your personal income



Discover a World of Opportunities Regardless of whether you... ...want to earn money on the side by presenting the free social business network to all of your friends and family members who have fun using it and will generate a certain income for you... ...are interested in having a good, additional part-time income by recommending products and services of Bonofa and Cube7 to others... ...are looking for a serious full-time career that will bring you the income and therefore the lifestyle that you have always dreamed of...



We at Bonofa can offer that to you!



Bonofa has developed a seamless, global business model where partners have the opportunity to expand their network base through regional and global partnerships - out of



We at Bonofa can offer that to you!



the comfort of their own homes by using the global power of the Internet. With our products and services and the



what you want to achieve!



business model standing behind them,



likely it is that you will get more in return.



everything is possible: from the money for



Bonofa offers you different ways to get



a nice vacation to the new house, from



started. You decide which way is best for



Have fun increasing your own income and



paying off installments for the new car to



you. You can choose from four different



in the process helping others making their



your children's schooling to a new inco-



product packages. Regardless of whether



lives successful – what a great way of life!



me that can truly change your life!



you register for just €29.90 or even join



That's Bonofa!



as a Premium Exclusive or VIP partner, We have a tested and proven business



there is no risk for you, because you can



model that reveals this potential to you.



quickly make up for your expenses for



Our industry has not only brought many



being able to start with Bonofa.



people from all walks of life a significant
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ribute. The more you contribute, the more



additional income of a few hundred eu-



Your significant investments are your



ros, but has also generated millionaires!



time and commitment. And you alone de-



You determine your demand and you set



cide how much of those you wish to cont-
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Marketing plan We at Bonofa believe that success can only be achieved if both the company and the partners achieve this success together fairly. BO NOFA the future is now. BONOFA OFA BON now. is future the the future is now. Welcome by



the Bonofa CEO Welcome to the fascinating world of



That is why we consider our sales part-



partners that he can sponsor and gain for



refined them into a revolutionary compen-



ners not just as real partners, but also as



the Bonofa business model.



sation model. The Bonofa marketing plan



co-entrepreneurs – we recognize the ob-



Bonofa recognizes partners as equal bu-



rewards both part-time beginners as well



vious fact that it is the company and the



siness partners and commits to pay over



as experienced professionals for their ef-



partners (co-entrepreneurs) whose strong



50% of the sales generated from the sale



forts, which leads to a long-term sustain-



cooperation determines the success.



of product packages and up to 100% of



able and lucrative outcome for everyone.



That is why we have taken up the cause



the commissionable sales of the Cube7



The plan was balanced to the core in order



of providing the necessary products, tools,



products that the partners accord via the



to achieve a true and fair compensation for



support and compensation to maximize



Bonofa compensation plan. Our marketing



all those involved.



the personal growth and earning potenti-



plan was calculated and developed for this



al of our partners. Bonofa does not limit



purpose.



either the number of Cube7 users that a



Bonofa has taken the most successful



partner introduces or the number of other



concepts of the direct sales industry and



The information included in the marketing plan for exemplary income is non-binding and does not represent any guarantee of income. What income you actually generate is primarily dependent on your personal efforts and those of your team. The examples we used are therefore only for illustrative purposes.
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Bonofa!



proud to welcome you as nt in our business model and we are We are very happy that you are confide millennium. this ss busine of fields g excitin the most new partners of Bonofa. In one of you! Maybe this statement will surprise will more and more become the foInternet is still in its infancy and it With its current opportunities, the t and this number will double Interne the use people billion about 2.5 cus of our economy. Currently, only . billion people in the next five years to about five What does this mean for our future? again change our world drastically. The bandwidth revolution will once What all will be possible when we



move with 10 to 20 times the speed



of today's network?



but more and more people are t is already established worldwide, As a communication tool, the Interne and of course also as a inment platform, as a gaming console enterta an as web wide world the using platform. in this huge market with the Cube7 ned positio is Bonofa mall. ng shoppi than ten different types of income our marketing plan, in which more We are setting new standards with you will participate in expansion. And as co-entrepreneurs, of stage final the in you to le will be availab world. ting fascina this all areas of



Welcome to the world of Bonofa Enjoy the reading!



ef Tilgenkamp



Martin Böhm, Thomas Kulla and Detl
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Definitions We want to speak a common language of success with our partners. That is why we would like to take this opportunity to clearly explain the most important terms of our marketing plan.



BAIO Plus



Qualified manager level Also just called "manager level". If a partner meets certain



Also abbreviated at BAIO+. BAIO stands for "Business All In One"



criteria that is defined by the marketing plan, he / she will be



and is Bonofa's in-house, complete reporting, calculation, support



promoted to a higher manager level, which increases future



and communication center - a unique, independently developed



commissions.



system from Bonofa that is available to every partner upon completing a month's subscription.



30-day rule



Partner



Leg



That's you: an independent business owner who is participating



A leg is one of your direct partners as well as all of the part-



ABS



in the Bonofa business model and developing your own marke-



ners associated with this partner according to the sequence of



The Automated Business System (ABS) is a groundbreaking, au-



ting structures to market the products and services of Bonofa.



the sponsorship. You and all of your downstream partners are a



tomated business establishment system that partners can use to



"leg" of your sponsor.



allow their organization to grow and also to track it. The ABS is



Example:



integrated as a component of BAIO.



You are a partner with the status of Bronze Manager. As soon as you



Sponsor This term describes a partner who has personally sponsored one



Generation



or several other partners.



All users that a partner gains are his first level. When these



Sales turnover



users acquire additional users, that is the second level of



The sales turnover is generated by the sale of products from the



the generation and when these in turn acquire users, that



Bonofa shop (except for advertising materials).



USER Users are people who have registered in the Cube7 network



is the third level and so on. This together is considered one



for free and can enjoy the numerous benefits that Cube7 offers



generation. There is no limitation on the number of users in



them.



a generation. If one of your direct partners acquires users, these together form your second generation. If the partner of



A partner is an active partner if he is at least a Premium Partner and has completed an active BAIO Plus subscription.



your third generation and so on.



Product package



A partner is a qualified partner if he is an active partner and he has also succeeded in acquiring three other direct and active partners.



business at Bonofa. In addition to the option of simply registering (Basic Partner), the partners can choose from several product packages, beginning with the Premium Package proceeding to the Exclusive Package and finally to the VIP Package, which offers the highest product value and the most benefits.



Level



Each partner determines for himself which product package



Partners whom you personally sponsor and gain as direct part-



best suits his or her needs.



Umsatzvolumen, welches Sie tatsächlich innerhalb der letzten 30 Tage erreicht haben, maximal jedoch in Höhe Ihrer eigenen



Team sales Sales turnover that you achieve from your team levels is called team sales.



qualifizierten Managerstufe.



60% rule The team sales from one leg that are to be taken into considerati-



Commissionable Cube7 sales



on for the promotion to the next highest manager level (from the



These are sales from the purchase of products and services th-



level of Team Leader) can be considered at a maximum of 60%



rough users of the Cube7 social network platform that are de-



for each leg. The same applies for calculating the sales volume for



termined as commissionable by Bonofa.



the paid manager level.



FUN Bonus



Example:



users to VIP partners.



All partners from your levels together form your team.



consideration.



sponsored direct sales.



partners form the second level and so on.



We offer a number of products and services in our Bonofa shop.



moted to the next level. Your sales from the last 30 days are taken into



Sie erhalten beim Infinity Bonus Ihre Provisionen aus dem



FUN stands for Free User National. The FUN bonus allocates free



Team



have reached the conditions for the next manager level, you are pro-



This is the sales revenue that you generate yourself through



ners, form your first level. Partners who are in turn gained by these



Career products



last 30 days are considered.



Paid manager level



Bonofa offers its partners four different models to begin their



Qualified partner



qualified manager level, at a maximum the sales successes of the



Own sales



this partner in turn acquires users, then these together form



Active partner



To see if a partner has reached the conditions for achieving the next



In addition to our product packages, we also have, for example,



National pool



BAIO + subscriptions, additional landing pages, seminars or ad-



VIP partners collectively receive an extra bonus through this



vertising mediums (materials). We consider all products except



special pool!



You need €100,000 in sales to reach the next manager level. One of your partners generates €70,000 in sales. Relating to the €100,000 to be reached, a maximum of €60,000 can be considered from the sales of this partner or this leg. The remaining difference is to be achieved by other partners (for whose sales the 60% rule also applies).



for advertising materials to be career products.
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How to generate your own personal income These options are available to you to generate an income at Bonofa:



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



First Order Bonus Fast Order Bonus Team Bonus Infinity Bonus Compoints Bonus CUBE7 Bonus Fun Bonus Nationalpool Bonus
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First Order Bonus







The Bonofa management paves the way for you to attract as many customers as you like. Whenever a customer buys a product through you, you receive your First Order Bonus, which is the first pillar of your success. You decide how often you sell a Bonofa product. Bonofa will not limit you in your performance.



Fast Order Bonus Every time when one of your personally enrolled partners enters into a transaction, you will receive a Fast Order Bonus.



YOU



This is a great opportunity. You create a solid foundation while



As an active partner with the First Order Bonus, you receive a 10% commission on all of the career products that you sponsor directly, with the exception of BAIO Plus subscriptions.



You receive a sales commission up to the 12th level while your successful Bonofa business is established and continues to grow.



Example: You arrange a VIP deal. With a price of €2,490, you receive 10% of this, which is a total



You have to be a qualified partner in order to receive the Fast



of €249.00 in commission.



Order Bonus. The Fast Order Bonus involves you in the team Basic Partners receive a bonus of 2.5%.



K



P



2. Level 5%



K



P



3.Level 5%



K



P



4. Level 1%



K



P



5. Level 1%



sales, which is generated from the 2nd to the 12th level of your team, except for BAIO Plus subscriptions.



10 %



P



your downline is being formed with your help.



10 %



You receive 5% for team sales from the 2nd and 3rd levels. You receive 1% from the 4th up to and including the 6th level



K



as well as 0.5% for each additional level up to the 12th level!



K



YOU



10 %



10 %



up to the 12th level Example: A partner from your team sells an exclusive deal in the se-



K



K



cond or third level. You receive a commission of 5% for this. At a price of €949.00, this makes €47.45.



YOU P



P



P



P



12



P



Basic Partners receive a bonus of 1% over six levels



P



P



P
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Team Bonus Team bonus is another pillar that is an important aspect in the Bonofa compensation plan. As a new partner and BAIO+ subscription, your focus is on







Our core and your guarantee for sustainable success is the Infinity Bonus.



YOU P



5%



the development and expansion of your team. By supporting your downline, you will generate a great deal of Baio+ volume, which generates a recurring income for you. You receive the team bonus as a qualified partner, namely 5% commission up to the sixth level of your team upon



P P



5%



5%



concluded BAIO Plus subscriptions.



P



Example:



5%



A partner from the 4th level of your team concludes a BAIO+ subscription. With a monthly subscription price of €34.90, you receive 5%, which is €1.75 in commission. With an an-



Infinity Bonus You receive the valuable Infinity Bonus if you have chosen



based on the sales revenue to be considered that was



a management career and you are a qualified VIP or Exclu-



achieved within the last 30 days. As a VIP partner, you



sive partner. You receive the Infinity Bonus for all of your



receive the full commission. As an Exclusive partner,



own and team sales, including BAIO Plus subscriptions. The



you receive half of the respective commission.



amount of the Infinity Bonus is calculated based on your



You receive the commission in the amount of the paid



manager level. Our 60% rule applies for calculating the



manager level. The 60% rule applies.



team sales. The first manager level that you can reach is that of the



Example:



Team Manager, which is the highest of the Crown Diamond



You are a partner with the status of Gold Manager. The



managers. In order to achieve a higher manager level, you



sales volume to be considered for the time period is



must have completed the preceding manager levels before-



€35,000. In this respect, you receive a commission in the



hand. You receive a promotion to the next manager level



amount of the Silver Manger level (€30,000 limit is rea-



separately and in succession if you have met the respec-



ched). The regular commission amount is therefore 4%.



tive necessary requirements within a maximum of the last



P



5%



nual subscription at €349.90, 5% makes a total of €17.50!



P



30 days. The sales revenue to be reached for a promotion to the next manager level is not taken into consideration



Should a partner in your team with a manager level al-



when being promoted to the next manager level.



ready receive an Infinity Bonus, instead of receiving the entire team sales, you receive the commission difference



5%



that results from the comparison of your manager level Example:



with that of your corresponding partner.



You are a partner with the status of Bronze Manager. You have three, direct active Premium partners and have already achie-



Example:



ved team sales of €34,000 in the last 20 days. You reach the



You are a partner at the 2-star manager level. Your



next level with this and therefore the status of Silver Manager



commission claim as a VIP partner is therefore 12%.



(prerequisites: 3 direct, active Premium partners, €30,000 team



Your downstream partner is a partner with the Dia-



sales in the last 30 days). To achieve the next manager level,



mond Manager level. His commission claim as a VIP



the excess €4,000 in sales are included.



partner is 8%. This partner now makes a sales volume of €60,000. The paid manager level of your partner is therefore Gold Manager (5% commission). Your commission difference is 4% (your commission level



A manager level already reached once continues as



(12%) minus the commission level of your partner



long as you remain an active partner. A downgrade



(8%)).



is not possible. The amount of your Infinity Bonus is
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Manager level:



commission claim* :



Diamond



Qualified manager levels



8.0%



requirement** :



Help four partners to reach Silver Manager or 12 partners to Bronze Manager, €120,000 team sales in the month



Manager level:



1-Star Diamond



commission claim* :



10.0%



requirement** :



Help 1 partner to reach Diamond Manager, €210,000 team sales in the month



Each partner has the same opportunities and chances



Manager level:



2-Star Diamond



to work their way to their desired manager level



commission claim* :



12.0%



requirement** :



through their personal commitment and sales successes



Help 2 partners to reach Diamond Manager in different legs, €300,000 team sales in the month



on the career path of Bonofa.



Manager level: Manager level:



commission claim* :



Team Manager



1.0%



requirement** :



You require three direct, active Premium partners



3-Star Diamond



commission claim* :



Team Leader



2.0%



requirement** :



You require three direct, active Premium partners as well as €5,000 team sales in the month



14.0%



requirement** :



Help 3 partners to reach Diamond Manager in different legs, €390,000 team sales in the month



Manager level: Manager level:



commission claim* :



4-Star Diamond



commission claim* :



16.0%



requirement** :



Help 4 partners to reach Diamond Manager in different legs, €480,000 team sales in the month



Manager level:



5-Star Diamond



commission claim* :



17.0%



requirement** :



Manager level:



commission claim* :



Bronze



Help 5 partners to reach Diamond Manager in different legs, €600,000 team sales in the month



3.0%



requirement** :



You require three direct, active Premium partners as well as €10,000 team sales in the month Manager level: Manager level:



commission claim* :



Silver



4.0%



requirement** :



You require three direct, active Premium partners as well as €30,000 team sales in the month Manager level:



commission claim* :



Gold



5.0%



Royal Diamond Help 1 partner to reach 3-star Diamond Manager, €870,000 team sales in the month



Manager level:



Crown Diamond requirement** :



You require three direct, active Premium partners as well as €60,000 team sales in the month



Help 1 partner to reach 5-star Diamond Manager, €1,080,000 team sales in the month



** from position of Teamleader a maximum of 60% of the sales target can come from one leg
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18.0%



requirement** :



requirement** :



* Example on the basis of a VIP-Partner



commission claim* :



* Example on the basis of a VIP-Partner
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commission claim* :



19.0%



** from position of Teamleader a maximum of 60% of the sales target can come from one leg



comPoints Bonus



.



The successful work of the sales partner is the foundation of success at Bonofa. You are the foundation of success. Part of the philosophy of Bonofa is therefore to involve sales



Multiplier of the individual manager levels: Team Manager 



0.3



Team Leader 



0.4



Bronze 



0.6



Silver 



0.8



Gold 



1.0



Diamond 



1.4



1-Star Diamond 



1.6



2-Star Diamond 



1.8



3-Star Diamond 



2.0



4-Star Diamond 



2.1



5-Star Diamond 



2.2



Royal Diamond 



2.3



Crown Diamond 



2.4



partners in long-term success, to make them a co-entrepreneur. This should not only take place through the selective generation of commissions and bonuses, but also through taking part in the long-term success of the product itself, a participation in the economic success that Bonofa is generating now and in the future. This takes place via .comPoints, which the sales partners acquire for their successful sales partner activities based on the mediation of service packages and products of Bonofa. The .comPoints give the sales partner an indirect participation in the economic success of Bonofa. The amount of your .comPoints is influenced by your manager level, namely in the form of the multiplier value: the higher it rises, the higher your manager level is. The amount of your .comPoints is based on the sales revenue to be considered that was achieved within the last 30 days. As a VIP partner, you receive the full .comPoints. As an Exclusive partner, you receive half of the respective .comPoints. The same conditions apply as for the manager levels!
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CUBE7 Bonus If you have established a partner network with Bonofa, you are financially covered to reach for the stars. With the Cube7 bonus, Bonofa has created the world's first true passive income in this industry. Our Cube7 bonus makes it possible for you to reach for the stars. As an active partner, you receive the Cube7 bonus up to the sixth generation. This means that the commissionable Cube7 sales are distributed to the partners through six generations. As a VIP partner, you receive the full commission. As an Executive partner, you receive half. As a Premium partner, you receive a quarter and as a Basic partner, you participate with an eighth of the respective commission. Example: The commissionable sales for a product is €12. Distributed to six generations means that is €2 per generation. For example, if 500 users within and up to your sixth generation purchase the product in Cube7, you, as a VIP partner, receive a real passive income of €1,000.



Shopping



Gaming



Communication



Entertainment
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Fun Bonus







The FUN-Bonus allocates free users to VIP-Partners VIP partners in a country are assigned in succession, chronologically according to the sequence of the



National pool Bonus VIP-Partner collectively receive an Extra Bonus through that special pool



purchase of their VIP package, each of those users from their countries that have become a member



All VIP partners of a Bonofa country form a pool to which 1% of the sales generated via Cube7



of Cube7 on their own initiative. These are therefore users that were not referred by any partner and



is distributed equally.



therefore do not yet belong to any generation. Bonofa affiliates these users to VIP partners who receive many other users in their family tree through this and thereby achieve a greater earning potential with the Cube7 bonus!



VIP



USER



Partner



%



USER USER



USER



% % %



USER



%



% % %



%



% % %
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BONOFA the future is now.



CUBE



BONOF A the future is now.



Closing remarks



We do our best to equip you with what you need to be successful. Starting with unique products, a spectacular marketing plan and ranging to secondary payment of commissions and an unbeatably good partner and customer service.



Your success and the success of your team are our top priority.



Best wishes and good luck



Martin Böhm, Thomas Kulla and Detlef Tilgenkamp
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Make use of your opportunity with Bonofa AG
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